[Polymorphisms of 9 short tandem repeat loci in Chinese subjects of Li nationality in Hainan Province].
To obtain the data of the genotypes and allele frequencies of 9 short tandem repeat (STR) foci (D18S1364, D12S391, D13S325, D6S1043, D2S1772, D11S2368, D22-GATA198B05, D8S1132, and D7S3048) in Chinese subjects of Li and Han nationalities in Hainan Province. A total of 154 randomly selected unrelated subjects of Li nationality and 112 unrelated local Han subjects from Hainan Province, along with 125 Han subjects recent immigrated to Hainan were enrolled in this investigation. Venous blood samples were obtained from the subjects to determine the allele frequencies at the 9 STR loci using multiplex primer extension assay. Statistical analysis was performed to determine the observed heterozygosities (Hobs), polymorphism information content (PIC), individual identification probability (Dp), accumulated power of discrimination, and cumulative rate of exclusion. The genetic polymorphisms of the 9 STR loci was analyzed to acquire the population genetics data. The genotype and frequency distributions of the 9 STR loci were consistent with Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. The Hobs, PIC, Dp, cumulative rate of individual identification (CDP), and cumulative chance of exclusion (CCE) showed no significant difference between the 9 foci. D18S1364, D12S391, D13S325, D6S1043, D2S1772, D11S2368, D22-GATA198B05, D8S1132, and D7S3048 STR loci in Chinese Li and Han population in Hainan Province show a high probability of personal identification without obvious difference between the populations, suggesting their value in forensic science and population genetics.